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EXECUTIYE SUMMARY

o

This Civil preparedness Guide (CPG) establishes and documents the need for procurement
and nationwide distribution of radiologicai defense (RADEI) i.nstruments in sufficient quantities

to protect the population and to make recovery activities possible in the event of a large-scale
nuclear disastei. It describes established State and loc'al systems for storing, maintaining' and

using these instruments. It also projects instrument quantities required to meet national needs

for iadiologicat defense. The foilowing paragraphs highlight the major points of the report.

Events involving nuclear materials or -weapons and resulting in a hazardous radioiogical
environment ar" posiibl", Hence, under the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950' as amended' the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is charged with developing plans and
procedures foi national population protection and for providing radiological. instruments to
iupport population protection during and after a nuclear attack. In keeping with the intent of
tnij tegist-ation, the report emphasizes nuclear attack preparedness measures involving
radiological instruments.

Experienee has shown that emergency response and recovery efforts are hampered-even
nullified-when emergency preparedness activities are negleeted. To do aII that is humanly
possible to protect the population of the U.S, in the event of a nuclear disaster, radiologieal
preparedness aetivities must begin now.

. Studies have shown that millions of people might survive the direct effects of even a
massive nuclear strike. Radiological instruments are the "eyes" that would permit survivors to

"see" an otherwise invisible threat to their health: faliout radiation. Without such instruments'
members of a post attack society would be unable to sense the hazard around them and, hence'
unable to take protective measures that could greatly increase their chances of survival.

ln the event of a nuclear attaek, short lead-time commercial production of instruments
would not be feasible. Survivors would need immediate access to appropriate, working
radiological instruments. The Federal Government has granted a sizeable inventory of
instrumlnts distributed among State and loeal governments. However, these instruments were
manufactured in the 1960's, and overall quantities fall far short of national needs. An

opportunity currently exists to correct this shortfall while taking advantage of recent
teehnological advances in instrument design and engineering.

The need for specialized radiological instruments for national eivil defense was recognized
in the early 1950ts. Today, the natiowide inventory eonsists of over 4.3 milion radiological
instruments. In the 1960's, 5.? million instruments were procured at a cost of over $53 million.
In 1962, a 100 percent Federally funded program to support proper instrument maintenance and
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ealibration by the States was initiated. Today, 152 full-time State personnel
annually inspect and ealibrate one-quarter of the instruments in the national
inventory' The instruments are processed in specially equipped state shop facilities.

FEMA's leadership in instrument procurement and distribution is supported by
special facilities, other Federal Agencies, and private contractors. Slnce 1g65,
FEMA's Emergency Management Systems Test Facility has conducted instrument
performance testing and has provided guidance to the State personnel. U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy laboratories have been active partieipants in the instrument
prog?am, as have the National Bureau of Standards and the U.S. Army and Navy.
Recently, the William Langer Jewel Bearing Plant, Rolla, North Dakota, has been
involved in the pilot production phase of low-cost radiologicFl instruments. This will
result in speeifications that will allow private plants to produce cost-effective, high-
quality irstruments.

FEMA also assists State and local governme4its in developing radiological
defense programs at the community leve1 where first-response activities would take
place. If a nuclear event occurred, planning and treining at the local Ievel would
make millions of Radioiogical Response Team members, first responders, and critical
workers available nationwide to implemeni response and recovery activities.
However, their efforts would be severely limited without immediate access to appro-
priate quentities of radiologieal instruments.

FEMA recognizes eight generic functional areas in developing capabilities to
manage emergency preparedness and response. Activities could not be performed in
a hazardous radioactive. environment without an adequate supply of radiologieal
instruments at the State and local levels. Radiological instrument support is a
requirement to augment and reinforce these eight generic capabilities and to develop
a nuclear attack response and recovery capability.

Across the U.S. today, State and local operational aress number 3,450, This rs
the minimum number of government units that must have fully developed emergency
m&nagement eapabiliti es-including a multihazard radiological emergency response
eapabiiity-to achieve the goals of a nationwide IEMS. Within these operational
areas, users and facilities requiring radiological instruments inelude:

. Over 100,000 Radiological Response Team members.

. Nearly three million emergeney services personnel.

o Over 20 million critical workers.

o Fixed and mobile emergency operating centers numbering 3,450
each.

o Key broadcast facilities numbering 2,700,

. Approximately 740,000 publie shelter facilities.

o 20,000 key worker shelter facilities.

ll
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These are the major eategories of personnel and supporting facilities that would be
used to protect the public and to direet and implement response and recovery efforts
in the event of a nuclear dissster. However, estimates show that for the five most
essential types of radiological instruments, the current national inventory does not
meet even 30 percent of projected na.tional requirements in the best case. In the
worst case, the eurrent national inventory meets only a scant one pereent of the
projected requirement. Thus, current shortfalls in the five most essentiaL types of
radiological defense instruments range between 71 and 99 percent.

With respect to radiologieal instrument needs for this country in preparation for
the possibility of a nuclear attack, it is obvious that totBl numbers of instruments
required depend on plans for using them. In the cas'e of shelter instruments,
requirements depend on factors such as whether or not plans are to provide equip-
ment for shelter spaces in high hazard areas, and if so, whether instruments would be
issued to shelterees, pre-located in the shelter spaces, available to accompany
evacuees (thus affecting requirements in reeeption areas), and the like. Currently'
only a portion of the necessary State and local plans have been completed. There-
fore, quantities of radiological instruments. required as stated in this document
represent best estimates of minimum requireinents, in the absence of these plans.

Nationwide, there is a requirement for 68,482,?00 radioLogical instruments. The
chart, Summary of Radiological Defense Instrument Requirements, on the following
page eategorizes instrument requirements by functions and user categories.

(.r.

Director
Local Programs and Support

uel.
ASsoeiate
State and

lll
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FOREWORD

A hazardous radioactive environment could result from a range of potential
events.

Nuclear detonation within the United States:

- Unsophisticated terrorist activity (possibly one fission weapon
of a few kilotons),

- Sophisticated terrorist activity (possibly a thermonuclear
weapon or two or more fission weapons).

- Accidental detonation of U.S. nuelear weapons.

- Aceidental Iaunch from another eouritry of nuelear weapons
targeted to missile silos or other military installations in the
United States.

- Accidental launch from enother eountry of nuclear weapons
targeted to urban areas of the United States.

- FUII-scale nuclear attack against the United States.

. No nuclear detonation within the United States:

- FaIIout from ground bursts of nuclear weapons in other
countries involved in a nuclear war.

- Fallout from nuclear testing in other countries.

- Sabotage or other deliberate actions leading to contamination
of areas external to facilities that produce or use radioactive
materials.

- Accidental eontamination of areas external to facilities that
produce or use radioactive materiaLs, including power reactor
accidents.

Sabotage or other deliberate action to power reactors leading
to the release of radioactive materials into the environment.

Accidents involving mobile reactors (such as satellite, ship, or
submarine reactors).

Tiansportation accidents involving the spill of radioactive
materials.
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Given that these radiological .events are possible, the Federal Emergerrcy
Management Agency (FEMA) is required by Congress under Title V, Improved Civii
Defense ProEram:

to the extent praeticable, to develop and implement an improved
civil defense program which includes-

(1) A program strueture for the resourees to be used for atteck-
related civil defense.

(2) A program strueture for the resources to be used for
disaster-related civil defense; and

(3) Criteria and procedures under which those resources Dlannedfor attack-related civil defense and those planned for
disaster-related civil defense can be used interchangeably.

In terms of radiological instruments, this requires consideration of the total
spectrum of potential radiological events. 'This spectrum is illustrated in the
Radiation Incident/Environment Matrix on.the next page taken from "The control of
Exposure of the Public to Ionizing Radiation in the Event of Accident or Attack.'r
proceedings of a symposium sponsored by the National council on Radiatron
Proteetion and Measurements, page 261. I{owever, the primary goal of FEMA'S
efforts must be to provide instruments for the possibility of nuclear attack (Federal
civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended). In the matrix, information in the second
column under rrwEAPON ATTACK, Multiweapon" indicates that the major instrument
requirements are for the nuclear attack contingency, Therefore, emphasis in this
document is placed on nuclear attack.

If, as a nation, we believe that the probability of a nuclear B.ttack or terrorist
detonation of a nuclear weapon is suffieiently real that it should not be ienored and
if we hope to apply the technical knowledge developed through years of reiarch that
would enable us to protect against the widespread radioactive fellout that would
result, then now is the time to plan and to acquire the requisite equipment. If we
wait until such an event occurs or even until it seems imminent. it will be too late.

The purpose of this doeument is to:

(1) Explain why special instruments are needed.

(2) Outline the seope of the radiological threat.

(3) Discuss the consequences of radiation exposures.

Summarize the history and current status of the
instrument procurement program.

Explain the instrument maintenance and calibration

Summarize the status of research and development

(4) radiological

program.

aetivities.

(5)

(6)

v1
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(7) Define a proposed Federal program for procuring the required irstru-
ments.

(8) Provide specific procurement milestones.

(9) Provide a focus for critical decisiors that must be made about radio-
logical instruments.

vlll
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Chapter 1

THE NEBD FOR SPECIAL INSTRUMENTS

soon after the discovery of x-rays (oy wihetm Roentgen in 1895) and of radium
(by Pierre and Marie curie in 1898), people working w-ith x-rays and radium began to

iearn about the dangers assoeiated with them. Many of the early radiologists

suffered severe damage to their fingers and hands, but it was many years,before the

solcaffeA stochastic 
-effects (cancelr and genetic damage) were identified' 

-One
reason for the delay in recognizing the dangers of radiation was the inability of the
peopfe invofv"O to iense thJpresence of the radiation or to judge its intensity. As

!u"iyon" who has had a dental or chest X-ray knows, there is no physical sensation

associated with the exposure.

commercial sources of radiation measuring instruments were slow to develop.

The instruments were difficult to design and build and the market was quite limited.
e;i; wortA lvar II' only one or two commercial suppliers. existed' -.-yhgl th"
mannattan Project (the U.S. "ffott to build an atomie bomb during WW IU got

,na"r'"uy, the need for large numbers of instruments became apparent. But because

of tn" td"f. of a commerci-al supply and bbcause of security requirements' scientists

mostly had to produce their own.

After the war, the Atomic Energy Commission (the civilian agency established

by Congress to take over the U.S. atomic energy program) iaunched a vigorous

p.ogrur- to create a commercial supply of radiation measuring equipment' This

LttSrt *ur successful, and a variety oi good equipment for almost all types of peace-

time requirements is now available. Included are dose rate meters or survey meters

that detect and measure radiation levels (the rate at which the radiation dose is

U"i"g A"f1""r"aj anO aosimeters that measure total dose (the accumulated amount of
radiition to which e person is exposed). The analogue of an automobilers

Speedometerandodometerhelps.Thespeedometermeasurestherate(mllesper
nlu.) tn" car is travelling; the odometer measures the distance (number of miles) the

car travels. survey meters provide information required to locate contaminated

&reas &nd to estimate the degree of the radiation hazard. Dosimeters record the

total amount of an individual's radiation exposure'

These peacetime instruments would be of limited value in the event of a major

raAioiojicai disaster such as an all-out nuclear attack or even the detonation of a

.ingf" iu"f"". weapon. The sensitivity ranges of the instruments are much too low

"nO" 
tn" quantities of instruments available are much too small. Peacetime devices

Eenera]Iv are limited to doses and dose rates in the milliroentgen and milliro€ntgen-

;;r-ho; range. (The roentgen, which is about the.same as a rem or a rad' is the

*"*u."."ni unit used in ci-vil defense instruments,) Radioactive fallout from one

or more nuclear detonattons could create, in unproteeted areas, radiation levels of
hundreds to thousands of roentgens per hour (R/hr.) and doses of hundreds to
thousands of roentgens (R).

ASourceofradiologicalinstrumentsthathasbeensuggestedforuseinpro-
tecting the public in thJ event of a nuclear attack is our military services. The

probiJm, of 6ourse, is availability. The military would need the instruments for their

l-L
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own operations. But even if ali the military equipment some how could be released
for civilian use, the total quantity would still fall far short of the civilian need.

Another possibility for meeting civilian needs in the event of a major nuclear
disaster would be to improvise. Let everyone make his or her own instruments.
Indeed, several versions of a homemade device have been proposed, but none nas
proved satisfactory. Even if an individual were to make a device that responded to
radiation, there would be no way to check its calibration. Therefore, it would be
impossible to know how high the radiation levels were and, hence, the degree of
danger they would represent. The chances of a successful design for a do-it-yourself
device seem very dim iedeed. Experience has shown that quality components are
required and that the requisite expertise and skills for acceptable design and
fabrication require years of experience. More companies'that have endeavored to
produce radiation detecting and measuring equipment have gone out of business than
have survi ved.

The lesson is that reliance on improvisation dr short lead-time commercial
production is unwise. If a nuclear attack should occur, survivors would have to rely
on those supplies that had been purchased, distributed, and maintained specifically
for civil defense purposes. To expect to augrhent these supplies during some short-
term crisis period is highly unrealistic.

One more option for meeting the needs of radiologicai equipment is to adopt the
poiicy that citizens-or at least every family--should buy their own radiation
monitoring devices. Perhaps in the future, such a policy will make sense if simple,
multipurpose, inexpensive instruments were developed and if people were motivated
to buy them. But that is not the case today and, aeeording to experts, will not be for
many years to come, if ever.

The Federal Government has procured a sizeable stockpile of radiological
equipment, most of which is still workable. Most of these instruments hB.ve been
granted to State and local governments for use by their emergency personnel, but the
total quantities involved faII far short of nationel civilian needs. Also. this
equipment represents the state of technology at the time it was manufactured-the
early 1960's. Since that time, the electronics industry has made great strides. Now,
solid state devices have replaced entire cireuits, and vacuum tubes have almost
become a thing of the past. Although the old instruments perform well, costs of
their maintenance and calibration continue to mount.

As in any field in which technology is changing rapidly (for example, military
and commereial aireraft; pocket calculatorsi and cameras), at some point it becomes
cheaper and more effective to take a quantum leap and go for a new design. Not
only the savings in costs but also the improvement in performance outweigh the
advantages of continuing with older equipment.

In the case of radiological instruments, the time to move on to new equipment
has arrived. New, proven, less expensive, and more reliable dosimeters have been
designed, &re now in the final stages of production engineering and wili be completed
by the time manufacturing could get underway. The design of replacement dose rate
meters is not far behind, and within a year or two, they will also be ready for pro-
duction. The oid equipment can be kept operable to fill in if needed until it can be
replB.ced with the new.

L-Z
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Chapter 2

NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE RADIOLOGICAL THREAT

Radiologieal hazards associated with nuclear attack far outweigh hazards Bsso-

ciated with any peacetime radiation disaster. This chapter, therefore, concentrates
on the wartime problem. AIso, since of the three types of radiation emitted by

radioactive fallout, gamma radiation is the most serious and diffieult to protect
against, the discussion is oriented toward the gamma hazard.

There are too many unknownst indeed ttunknowablesrlt to allow accurate pre-
dietion of the fu]l effects of a nuclear attack-or even of a nuclear terrorist
incident-including how much and where fallout would be deposited. The
I'unknowables'r include factors such as: .

r Size of the attack.

o Whether it would be aimed at pooulation' military installations'
industry, or combinations of these.

. Weapon details.

. Weight and timing of the attack.

r Weather and climate during and after the attack.

But there are &Iso meny knowns-enough to support important statements about
nuclear weapons effects and to provide a basis for discussion and planning. Although
we cannot predict the potential radiological hazard for any specific location' w€ can

identify araas at greater risk. For example, Iocations up to a few hundred miLes to
the east of eoncentrations of missile silos or strategic air bases would be at higher
risk because high altitude winds that would transport fallout usually blow from west
to east.

For a given set of assumed attaek conditions, we can ealculate fairly
realistically the answers to questions such as:

. What would the average fallout radiation doses and dose rates be

over the United States Iand area?

o How would these doses and dose rates vary from one place to
another?

r How would the dose and dose rates change with time after the
attack?

The fotlowing answers to these questions have been calculated for a very large'
theoreticsl aitack. Assumptiors were made about attack details, weapon yields' and

weatner.
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Figure 1

CALCULATED DISTRIBUTION OF DOSE RATES AND DOSES OVER THE U.S.

The average rrH + 1rr dose rate over the country would be about b00 R/hr,. and
the average four-day dose about 1,125 R. (The fi + 1 dose rate for a location is the
hypothetical or theoretical dose rate that would oecur at that location at one hour
post detonation if the fallout from that detonation at that location occurred within
the first hour after the detonation. Knowing the H + 1 value is useful in calculatins
how the dose rates would reduce as time goes by.) At the end of a four-day period (fr
+ 96), the H + 1 dose rate of 500 R/hr,, would be reduced to about two R7frr. tf tne
500 R/hr. and 1,125 R values were reduced by a factor of 40, which could be
achieved readily in the sub-basement of a large building or in a specially eonstructed
fallout shelter, the corresponding one-hour dose ra.te would be about 12.5 R/hr. and
the four-day dose about 30 R, Computer-based calculationg of how an average one-
hour dose rate of 500 R/hr. and an average four-day dose of L,125 R might vaiy over
the country are given in Figure 1.

Percent U.S.
Iand Area

H+1 D6e Rate

To

Four-Day Dose
(Roentgens)

From To

10
20
.iJ
20
T4

1

0

110
220
520
990

IbJU

110
220
520
990

1650
3300

0

170
330
830

1700
3300

170
330
830

1700
3300

10000

NOTES

1.

,

Dose rates in the second and third columns are the so-called standard dose
rates that would occur one hour after detonation if alL fallout were deposited
by that time.

The last two eolumns refer to the dose expected during the first four days
following the assumed attack. This four-day dose is often used as an index lo
the amount of acute biological damage to be expected from radioactive fallout.

In the calculations that produced the numbers above, it was assumed that aII
weapons were detonated at the same time.

a

How these dose rates would change with time ean also be estimated (see
F.igure 2). Through & process called radibactive decav, dose rates reduce rapidly atfirst and then more slowly as time passes. For aboui the first six months. the so-
called rrseven-ten rule' applies. After all the fallout is on the ground, for every
seven-fold increase in time since the weapons were detonated, radiaiion levels
reduee by a factor of ten. After about six months, the reduction in dose rates with

2-2
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time is faster than the seven-ten ruLe would predict. The seven-ten rule applies only
if the fallout remairs undisturbed-that is' no deeontamination operations are per-
formed and the weathering effects are negiigible.

Figure 2

PERCENTAGE OF U.S. LAND AREAS SUBJECTED TO VARJOUS DOSE-RATE
RANGES AT VARIOUS TIMES AFTER THE ASSUMED AT"TACK

Time
(Pct Attack)

2 days
3 days

0

0

0
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35%
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o
100 hours
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25 years
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.11
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,22
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.0022

2080
2T

.52
.104

.0052

39 60
40
qo

.20

.01

6 600
66

1q
.33

.017

13200
132

.66
.033

0

0

0

0

0

NOTES

1. At 100 hours, there is a switeh from roentgens to milliroentgens.

2. All of the above v&Iues are based on the assumption that the fallout remains
wherever it is deposited which, of eourse, is a poor assumption particularly at
the later times. The important point is that the amount of radioactivity
necessary to produce the above exposure rates would still be in existenee at the
times indicated. Radioaetivity cannot be destroyed. Some might migrate or
physieally be moved, but the remainder would have to be dealt with. Wind'
rain, traffie, decontamination, and other factors would cause the fallout
material to move around. It is helpful to think of radioactive fallout as being
mueh like a fine beach sand and thus subject to the same kinds of movements.
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Chapter 3

CONSEQUENCES OF RADIATION EXPOSURES

The unit of radiation measurement, the roentgen, is not a familiar unit such as
the mile, the pound, or the hour. Few patients would ask their dentists how many

"m illiroentgens" would be involved in a dentsl X-ray, and few would inquire of their
radiologists about the roentgen dose in an upper GI series. This chapter gives
meaning to the roentgen unit to provide perspective on the radiation threat described
in the previous chapter.

Figure 5 is based on material taken from the National Couneil on Radiation
Protection and Measurement's Report #42, "Radiological Faetors Affecting Decision-
Making in e Nuclear Attack" (19?4). 

.

Figure 3

PROBABLE EFFECTE OF BRIEF WHOLE-BODY EXPOSURE TO GAMMA RADIATION

The human body has ways of repairing damage done to it. A radiation dose that
would cause death if received in a few days or less might cause no detectable effects
if spread out over a year or so. Figure 4 shows the expeeted effects of radiation
exposures received over differing periods of time (also taken from The National
Couneil on Radiation Protection and Measu.rementts Report #42.)

&pGlre
Range

(RoentFerrs)

Probable Co.rdition
of Majority

Dlrirg Emergency

Probable Death
Rate Dr[irg

Emergency Comments
M edi csL

Care
Required

No

No

AbIe to
Work

0-50 R

5 0-2 00 n.

200-450R

450-600R

Yes

Yes

None

Less than
5 percent

Less than
50 percent

More than
50 percent

100 percent

No symptoms

Deaths will occur
in 60 or more d&ys

Deaths wiII occur
within 30-50 days

Deaths will occur
in about one month

Deattrs will occur
rn two weeks or less

Yes No*

Yes No*

More than 600R Yes No

*Except during illness-free latent period.
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Figure 4

RECOMMENDED SYSTEM FOR PREDICTING OUTCOME OF GAMMA
RADIATION EXPOSURE (THE IIPENALTYN TABLE)

Medical care needed by

NONE
SOME (5 percent may die)
MOST (50 percent may die)

Aeeumulated radiation eposures (R)
any period of . . .

One Month Four MontlsOne IVeek

150
250
450

200
350
600

300
500

At exposure levels where there would be none of the so-called acute effects
(nausea, vomiting, Ioss of hair, and other sigrs of radiation sickness), other forms of
biological damage could occur. Included would be higher-than-norm aI chances of
developing eancer or leukemia and of producing offspring suffering from genetic
damage. For gamma radiation exposures, it is estimated that each roentgen of
gamma radiation exposure increases the risk of developing some malignancy (eancer
or leukemia) by about one or two chances in 10 thousand.

In assessing genetic damage to the population, full account should be taken of
the harm to be expressed'in all future generations. An estimate of this risk would be
about 30 to 40 such effects per million person roentgen or, expressed differently, a
risk of 30 to 40 per million persons per roentgen exposure. This is about one-third
the value cited above for the risk of fatal induced cancer,

Perspective can also be gained through examination of peacetime levels of
exposure and safety limits applied in todayrs society. The average dose in the United
States from external terrestrial radionuelides is about 40 milliroentgens per year.

.This is about 0.0046 mR/hr. The average dose throughout the country from cosmie
radiation is about 28 milliroentgens per year (0.0032 mR/hr.). Doses, of course, vary
from plaee to place. The highest whole-body total of 125 milliroentgens per year
(0.014 mR/hr.) from all sources occurs in the city of Denver, where both cosmic and
terrestrial components are higher than average.

It is noted that recently (since late 1984), radiological health protection per-
sonnel have become aware of a hazard due to radioactive gas (radon) accumulating in
confined spaces such as some well insulated homes. The degree and distribution
across the country of this hazard is yet to be fully evaluated.

The allowable maximum exposure for the general pubiic (for other than medieal
purposes) recommended by the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurement is 0.5 roentgens per year. If received at a constent rate over the year,
this would be 0.057 mR/hr The allowable maximum exposure for radiation workers
(those working in nuclear power plants or uranium mines or in the fields of nuclear
medicine or radiology) is 10 times that value-five R/year-which' at a constant rate
of 24-hours-a-day exposure, would be 0.57 mR/hr.

J-Z
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For the assumptions used, we have reasonable eonfidence in the above calcu-

Iations about the percentages of U.S. land that would be subjected to various
amounts of failout. However, we have much less confidence in predicting which parts
of the country might be so affected. At least theoretically, any section of the
country would be at risk in the event of a nuclear attack and could be affected by
serious levels of fallout. Since there would not be adequate time following an attack
before the fallout would become extremely dangerous, radiological instruments must
be in place if they are to be available when needed. In short, radiological irstru-
ments are needed wherever there are DeoDle.

O
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Chapter 4

HISTORY AND CURRENT STATUS OF THE
RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE (RADEF) INSTRUMENT PROGRAM

o

Even before President Truman signed the tegislative aet that created our
modern civil defense program (January 12, 1951), the national need for special radio-
Iogical instruments for civil defense had been recognized. In Deeember 1g50, Ietters
signed by James J. Wadsworth, an official in the Executive Office of the president,
had been sent to State Governors encouraging them to obtain sueh instruments. The
Federal Civil Defense Administration (FCDA) offered to pooi the State orders to
obtain more favorable priees through procurement in quanfity. The National Bureau
of Standards (NBS) had agreed to make tests to ensure the quaiity and correct cali-
bration of the instruments purehased. AII procurement eosts were to be the respon-
sibility of the States. Testing and calibration costs would be borne by the NBS.

North Korea had invaded South Korea the previous June, and U.S. combat forces
were actively engaged in battle on the Korean peninsula. Further, our relations with
the Soviet Union, which was known to possess nuclear weapons, were strained.
Nevertheless, the States were not responsive, and no procurement was undertaken.

As a next step, the FCDA worked out an arrangement with the Atomie Energy
Commission (AEC) whereby AEC instruments and imall radioactive sources were
Ioaned to the States for training, While many of the States took advantage of this
program, they reeognized its defieiencies. After the initial training, the instruments
had to be returned, leaving no capability for refresher training or for radiological
monitoring in the event of an emergency. This was somewhat like training soldiers
with wooden guns but never providing the real ones. Subsequen y, to augment the
AEC supplies, FCDA purchased some low-range Geiger counters (later known as the
CDV-7 00s).

Certain States, notably New York and California, initiated limited procurement
actiors to obtain operational instruments. But by and ]arge, the need for such
equipment went unmet. FinaIIy, it was recognized that the policy of depending on
the States to provide their own radiological monitoring equipment simply would not
work. The FCDA and Congress accepted that the Federal Government must assume
responsibility for the radiological instrument program including design, engineering,
proeurement, and maintenance and calibration.

In December 1960, the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization (OCDM) issued
an advisory bulletin announcing to the States the availability, on a grant basis, of
radiological monitoring instruments for operational purposes, OCDM recommended
establishment of a nationwide network of 100,000 (Iater increased to 150,000) moni-
toring stations to provide radiological information for survival and recovery actions
at the State and local levels, Each monitoring station that met the specified
requirements wa.s to be granted a set of instruments consisting of:

CDV-?00 Low-Range Radiological Survey Meter, Geiger Counter,
probe type, beta-gamma discriminating, 0-0.5, 0-5, and 0-50 mR/hr.
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A CDV-710 High-Range Radiologicai Survey Meter, gamma only,
0-0.5, 0-5, and 0-50 R/hr. (ln later procurements, the CDV-?10
survey meter was replaced by a CDV-?15 Radiological Survey
Meter, gamma only, with an additional range of 0-500 R/hr.)

A CDV-715 High-Range Radiological Survey Meter, gamma only,
0-0.5,0-5, and 0-500 R/hr.

o A CDV-720 High-Range Radiological Survey Meter, beta-gamma
discriminating, with a range of 0-5, 0-50, and 0-500 R/hr.

. A CDV-730 Radiological Dosimeter, Self-Reading gamma only,
0-20 R.

o A CDV-740 Radiological Dosimeter, Seu-Reading, gamma only,
0-100 R. (In later procurements, the CDV-730 and -?40 dosimeters
were replaced by a CDV-742 Dosimeter, self-reading, gamma only,
0-200 R.)

. A CDV-?50 Radiological Dosimeter Charger.

In the early 1960!s, the Departlnent of Defensers Offiee of Civil Defense (OCD)
embarked on a program to locate and stock naturally occurring fallout protective
space in existing buildings. Included in these stocks were radiological instruments.
In May 1964, OCD announced the availability of shelter instruments. For shelters
meeting the specified criteria, assembled shelter Radiation Kits" were provided.
Each kit contained one CDV-?00, one CDV-?15, two CDV-?42s, and one CDV-750,

Other special requirements were identified, and appropriate instruments were
designed and procured, These instruments included the CDV-700M for radioiodine
measurements, the CDV-717 for remote readings, the CDV-138 for training, the
CDV-?81 for aerial surveys, end the CDV-?11 for external readings from a hardened
site such as an emergency operating center (EOC). A chronological account of
radiological instrument procurement is shown in Figure 5. It does not include pro-
eurement of radioactive source sets used in training.
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Figure 5

RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE INSTRUMENT PROCUREMENT
(includes spare parts)

Fiseal Year Items Procured

19 55
195 6
19 5?
19 58
1959
1960
19 61
1962
19 63
1964

19 6 5-85
TOTAL

14 6,7 68
3 8?,166
347,280

0

114,395
167,8 00
256,177

2,712,964
1,191,45 0

40 0,00 0

0-57r4;0rT'

Funds Obligated

$ 1,555,000
4,441,000
3,944,000

0

1,82 2,000
2,8 5 5,00 0
4,191,0 0 0

23,295,000
8,750,000 '
1,901,000

0

$5TJ5"r;00o

a Procurement through FY 64 provided sufficient instruments for:

. One set of monitoring instruments for each of 150,000 stations.

. A second set of monitoring instruments for each of 50,000
stations.

r One kit of monitoring irstruments for 200,000 shelters.

o 2.4 million dosimeters for emergency workers.

. 1,500 training sets (150,000 instruments),

r 14,510 high school monitoring kits (160,000 instruments).

r 1,250 aerial survey meters.

. 200 remote blast-resistant survey meters for EOCs.

Over the years, some of these instruments have been lost or destroyed or have
simply become inoperative. However, a substantial number remain in the current
inventory, as shown in ligure 6.
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Figure 6

EXISTING INVENTORY OF RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE INSTRUMENTS

klstrument

7s0
700
?30
740
138
7L7
720
784
782
781
71r
7 00M

794
790

Inventory

2,561,60 0

483,900
412,200
35 3,800
l" 14,00 0

113,5 0 0

tro 2,400
'90,900
61,20 0

1,7 07
1,440
1,250

400
300

80
74
51

ln summary, the iriventory currently consists of over four million instruments. This
inventory, most of which is in good working condition although clearly inadequate for
total national needs, represents a significant national resource for civilian protection
in the event of a nuelear emergency,

4-4
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Chapter 5

THE RADEF INSTRUMENT MAINTENANCE AND CALIBRATION PROGRAM

Radiological defense instruments must be routinely inspected (operationally
checked), periodically calibrated, and repaired as needed to ensure reliable per-
formanee at any moment of need. when the states requested radiological equipment
from the Federal Government, under the terms and eonditions of the requisitron
form, they agreed "to maintain it in a proper operating condition."

Early on, it became evident that the States, relying on their own resources,
could not meet the terms of this agreement. Even after'the Federal Government
began to provide 50 percent matching funds to the States for this purpose, it was
recognized that there was little, if any, possibiiity of achieving a nationwide program
that would ensure proper instrument maintenance and.calibration. At this point, the
U.S. Army was directed by the Secretary of Defense'to conduct a comperative cost
study for feasible alternative methods of inspecting, maintaining, and calibrating
civil defense radioiogical instruments. As a result of this study and based on a pilot
experiment in Nebraska, a decision was made "to implement a 100 percent Federally-
funded program in all States. Funding for. this program for fiscal years 1962 through
1985 totaled over $68 million.

At the beginning of FY 85, 151 full-time State personnel were being 100 percent
Federally-funded under comprehensive cooperative Agreements (cces) with states
for the annual inspection, maintenanee, and calibration of one-quarter of the
4,300,000 instruments distributed nationaily, The instruments are processed in
specially equipped state shop faciiities, In addition to maintenance and ealibration,
the statest highly trained technicians have performed special retrofits designed to
upgrade performance and modernize equipment. Retrofitting has reducld the
maintenance cycle for instruments to once every four years in contrast to the two-
year cycle previously required.

Funds allocated to radiological defense irstrument maintenance and calibratron
tfuough the years have exeeeded the original cost of instruments in the inventory.
However, the cost of the program has more than paid for itself by maintaining this
tremendous national resouree-one that hBs steadily increased in value. Because of
this progrsm, these instruments actually perform better and &re more reliable todav
than when they were bought.

September 5, 1986

O
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Chapter 6

RESEARCIT AND DEVELOPMENT OF RADEF INSTRUMENTS

Within months after President Truman established the Federal Civil Defense
Administration (1951), an irstrument field test program was initiated in conjunction
with a nuclear weapon test operation at Bikini Atoil. This series called Operation
Greenhouse was the first of many tests of radiological instruments in the field under
actual fallout eonditions. These experiences were invaluable in establishing not only
the technical requirements of the equipment but also in setting human engineering
criteria.

Since cessation of atmospheric weapons tests in the early 1960's, irstrument
engineers have had to rely on laboratory sirnulatiom for performance testing, The
FEMA Radiological Instrumentation Test Facility (RITF) established in 1965, serves
this purpose. This test facility provides advice and guidance to the State
maintenance and calibration shop facilities, It also performs procurement
acceptance testing, dosimeter development, and repair. ln addition, the RITF
develops procurement specifications for gII FEMA radiological instruments.

Other substantial contributors to the deveLopment of civil defense radiological
instruments include the f ollowinE:

The Department of Energy (DOE)--formerly the Atomic Energy
Com mission-provided opportunities to field test equipment in
connection with nuclear weapons test programs. DOE
laboratories, especially Brookhaven National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, and Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory, have been active participants over the years in the
radiological instrument program. Sometimes this has involved a
transfer of funds, but frequently there was no cost to the civit
defense agency.

The Nationai Bureau of Standards (NeS) nas been involved in the
instrument program since the early 1950rs, testing irstrument
designs and helping to prepare procurement specifications. NBS
continues to participate by providing radiation standarG to
support nationwide radiological instrument calibration activities.
Curently, NBS is working on the development of a novel
approach to a low-cost dosimeter using radiochromic dyes.

The Army and the Navy are active participants in the FEMA
instrument development program. The Navy Electronic Systems
Command has provided much of the financial support for the
development of the new low-cost dosimeter. This device wiII be
eapable of meeting the Navyts rigid specifications. The U.S.
Army Electronic Researeh and Development Command Labora-
tory at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, provided the bulk of the

o-l
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funds for development of new radiation-resistant irsulating
material for the new dosimeter, The Army is also participating
in research on the feasibility of a low-cost radiochromic dye
dosimeter.

. lndividual States have made major contributions. For example:
California provided early statistics on changes in performance of
survey meters so that an orderly retrofit program eould be
implemented; Wisconsin field tested the aeria-I survey meteri
many State maintenance and calibration shop facility personnel
have made valuable suggestiors about instrumgnt maintenance
and repair.

A recent addition to technical faeilities contributing to the radiological irntru-
ment program is the William Langer Jewel Bearing-Plant, Rolla, North Dakota.
Here, pilot production of low-eost radiological irstruments is undertaken to: proof
test instrument designs, Bssist in the solution of engineering problems, assist in the
incorporation of the results of pilot production. experience into procurement speeifi-
cations, and share the technology with the private sector. With this pilot production
experience base, availebility of detailed construction and performance specifi-
eations, and support of other technical organizatiors as needed, a competent private-
sector production plant should be able to produce low-cost equipment that meets the
stringent requirements of radiological instruments for emergeney purposes.

6-2
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Chapter ?

RADEF INSTRUMENTS: EXISTING AND UNDER DEVELOPMENT

EXISTING INSTRUMENTS

The current instrument inventory was designed for response to the nuclear
atteck threat of the 1960rs, when much radiological planning was based on readily
available communication capability, A network of weapons effects reporting
stations (WERSs) strategically loeated throughout jurisdietiors was to provide local
EOCs with data on weapons effects damage and fallout radiation. However, it is now
understood that the effects of electromagnetic pulse (EMP) could severely reduce
the effectiveness of the WERSs. In addition, EMP could greatly reduce the ability of
shelters, congregate c&re centers, and key . workerl shelters to communicate with
EOCs and Emergency Broadcast Stations. As L result, the local radiological pro-
tection system must be based on decentralized management principles. This
decentralization requires that instruments and trained personnel be available to
support in-place shelters, upgradeable shelters, expedient shelters, and key worker
shelters.

Peacetime radiological threats require availability of low-range ratemeters and
dosimeters. All low-range ratemeters and dosimeters cunently in the inventory
were acquired to support training. As a resuLt, the instruments have experienced a
fair amount of use. Furthermore, the instruments were not intended to support
peacetime radiological emergencies, only radiological training.

It is important to understand the use of radiological instruments and grasp how
personnel would use various radiological instruments to perform critical functions.
This report analyzes requirements for three types of radiologicel instruments: wide-
range ratemeters, dosimeters, and chargers.

Wide-range Ratemeters

A wide-range ratemeter is a port&ble instrument, sueh as a Geiger counter or
ionization chamber, used to deteet ionizing nuclear radiation and to measure the
amount of ionizing (or nuclear) radiation to which an individual would be exposed per
unit of time, expressed as roentgens or milliroentgers per hour. It provides radiation
information required for locating contaminated areas and for estimating the degree
of the hezard in roentgers or milliroentgers per hour.

The ratemeter would be used by eitizens to find the safest locations in fallout
shelters and to improve the protection afforded by shelters through expedient use of
shielding materials. In the post shelter period, they would be used to monitor radia-
tion exposure in recovery operations. Ratemeters are required for all types of
radiological emergencies. The ratemeter must eover a wide range of radiation levels
and present the radiation data in a wey that allows the user to make the right
decision.
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Dcimeter

Dosimeters are used for measuring and registering total accumulated exposure
to ionizing radiation. Dosimeters would provide shelterees and emergeney workers
information on the total amount of exposure to radiation. In any disaster involving
intense and uncontrolled exposwe of many people to nuclear rsdiation, the objective
is to minimize the number of lives lost; the number of people with ineapacitating
sicknessl the long-term bioiogical effects; and impediments to industrial,
agricultural, and socia-l recovery of the area.

Because problems of radiation exposure are accompanied by other aspects of any
disaster and also by other requirements of the populace and the government, many
complex decisiors must be made. When a decision is required regarding additional
exposure to radiation, four questions must be answered before the decision can oe
made.

(1) How }arge is the accumulated exposure up to that time, and
over what period(s) of time was itJeceived?

(2) Is the physical condition of the individual(s) consistent with the
predicted effect of such an exposure received in that period
time ?

(3) How large is the proposed additional exposure and the duration
of this exposure?

(4) What is the physical condition of the individual(s) tikely to be
after the additionBl exposure?

It would be the responsibility of the decisionmaker to weigh the probable outeome
for individuals against the probable outcome for a (usually) larger group of people if
the proposed action (e.g., obtaining water, food, medicines) were not carried out.
The major question to be answered under nuclear attack conditions before accepting
additional radiation exposwe would be: How much radiation injury will be eaused by
partieular total exposures aecumulated in particular time intervals? The dosimeter
provides baseline data on individual accurrulated radiation exposures against which
such decisions can be made,

Charger

A charger is a device to read and apply the proper eleetrostatic charge to rezero
self-indicating ele etrostatie dosimeters.

Figure 7 provides an overview of the performance characteristics of the current
inventory of radiological instruments.
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Figure Z

(part I of 5)

CHARACTBRISTTCS OP RADIOTOGICAL EQUIPMENT
IN THE CURRENT INVENTORY

O

cDv-?00

Range:

Detects/M easures:

Calibration:

Response Time:

Temperature:

Pressure:

Jamming:

Light Sensitivity:

Electromagnetic
Interference:

Operational Check,
I Source:

Highly sensitive, Iow-range radiation survey meter that can
measure gamma radiation and discriminate between beta and
gamma radiations.

0-0.5, 0-5.0,0-50 milliroentgens (mR) per hour.

Detects beta and gamma radiation; measures gamma radiation
only.

1I5 percent of true exposure rate from cobait-60 or
cesium-137,

Performed by State Radiological Instru m ent/MaintenB.nce &
Calibration (RI/M&C) facilities.

95 percent of finai reading in approximately eight seconds,

Instrument will operate properly from -10" to +l25oF.

Instrument will operate properly from sea level to 25,000
feet.

Exposure rates from 50 mR per hour to one roentgen (R) per
hour wiII produee off-scale readings.

Direct sunlight wiII not affect the operation of the
instrument,

The instrument wili operate properly in normally en-
eountered eleetromagnetic f ields.

A permanently sealed radioactive source will provide a
reading of 2 mR/hr 10.5 mR/hr when the probe, with beta
shield open, is held over it.

I00 hours continued use (minimum).

7-3
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Figure 7
(Part 2 of 5)

CDV-?15 A high-range gamma survey meter for general post attack
operational use. The detecting element of the CDV-?IS is an
ionization chamber. The instrument is designed for ground
survey and for use in fallout shelters.

Range: 0-0.5, 0-5.0, 0-50, 0-500 R per hour.

Detects/M easures: Gamma radiation only,

Accuraey: t20 percent of true exposure rate from cobait-60 or cesium-
114

Calbration: Performed by State RI/M&C facilities.

Spectral t15 percent for gamma iadiation energies between 80 Kilo-
Dependency: electron Volts (KeV) and 1.2 Mega-electron Volts (MeV).

Response Time: 95 percent of final reading in nine seconds.

Temperature: Instrument will operate properly from -20oF to +I25"F.

Pressure: InStrument will operate properly from sea leve1 to 251000
feet.

Jamming: Exposure rates from 500 R per hour to 5,000 R per hour will
produce off-scale readings at the high end.

Electromagnetic Instrument wiII operate properly in normally encountered
Interference: electromaEnetic fields.

CDV-71? Modification of the CDV-?15. The CDV-717 is equipped by
the manufacturer with B. removable ionization chamber
attached to 25 feet of eab1e. This provides a remote reading
capability for falLout monitoring stations.

Operating eharacteristics and specifications are the same B.s

for the CDV-?15.

CDV-?20 A high-range (0-500 R/hr) beta€amma survey meter designed
for post attack use by monitors. The detecting element is an
ionization chamber. The chamber has an aluminurn window on
the bottom to permit detection of beta particles. The bottom
of the instrument ease contains a siiding shield to permit
discrimination against beta particles, if desired. Only gamma
radiation can be measured.
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Figure ?
(Part 3 of 5)

CD DOSIMETERS There are three self-indicating (direct reading) electrostatic
dosimeters for operational use: CDV-?30 (0-20 R)' CDV-740
(0-100 R), and the CDV-742 (0-200 R).

For training purposes' the CDV-I38 (0-200 mr) dosimeter is
recom mended.

On-Hand Quantity
Range: CDV-138 (0-200 mr) 102'400

cDV-?30 (o-20 R) Il4'ooo
cDV-?40 (0-100 R) 113,500
cDv-742 (0-200 R) 2,561,600

Detects/M easures: Gamme radiation only..-

Accuracy: 1I0 pereent of true exposures from cobalt-60 or cesium-I3?.

Calibration: Performed by State RI/M&C facilities.

Spectral t20 percent of true exposure for gamma radiation energies
Dependency: from 50 Kev to 2 Mev.

Electrical CDV-?30 and CDV-?42. Beginning l0 minutes after exposure,
Leakage: Ieakage wiU not exceed five percent of full scale in a four-

hour period. Beginning 48 hours after exposure' Ieakage will
not exceed two Dercent of fuII scale in 96 hours.

CDV-?40. Leakege will not exceed two pereent of full seaie
in 24 hours.

CDV-I38. Beginning l0 minutes after exposure' leekage will
not exceed five percent of full scale in four hours. Beginning
48 hours after exposure' leakage will not exceed three percent
of full scale in 48 hours.

Geotropism: Reading will not v&ry more than t4 percent of full scale when
rotated about the horizontal axis.

Temperature: Instrument wiII operate properly from -40oF to +I50"F.

Pressure: Instrument will operate properly from sea level to 25'000
feet.

Shock: Instrument will operate properly after four drops from a
height of four feet onto a hardwood floor.

O
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Figure ?
(Part 4 of 5)

Dosimeter charger is used to read and charge self-indicating
electrostatistic dosimeters.

Instrument will operate properly from -20o F to +125o F.

Instrument will operate properly from sea level to 25,000
feet.

Instrument will operate properly after six four-foot drops onto
a hardwood floor.

cDv-?50

Temperature:

Pressure:

Shock:

cDv-?57 A barrier shielding derhonstration set. A low-range radiation
detection instrument eoupled to a neon-lighted remote
readout indicator that is readily visible in large conference
rooms or small auditoriums. Contains a one millicurie
cesium-I37 source. A license is required for possession and
use.

cDv-?81

Range:

Deteets/M easures:

Accuracy:

Calibration:

Temperature:

Aititude:

Operating Time:

Tracking Error:

Aerial survey meter designed for use in relatively low-flying
air-craft. Use of aerial survey permits coverage of large
areas quickly and allows highly contaminated areas to be
monitored with minimum exposures to operating personnel,

0-0.I, 0-I.0, and 0-10 R/hr. (corresponding to much higher
ground levels depending on the flight altitude).

Gamma radiation only,

110 percent of true exposure rate from cobalt-60 or cesium-
'I .t?

Performed by State RI/i\4&C facilities,

Instrument will operate from -20"F to l10oF,

To 95 percent.

Designed to withstand flights of up to 20,000 feet and will
function at altitudes of less than 1,000 feet.

40 hours on nine flashlight (D cell) batteries.

Between the simulator dials and the meterins dials will not be
more than l0 pereent.

j-o
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Reading Time:

Shock and
Vibration:

Detector Unit:

lVarmup Time:

cPG 3-1

Figure 7
(Part 5 of 5)

Not less than 15 seconds-preferably one minute.

Instrument is designed to withstand normal shock and
vibration encountered in small aircraft operation.

Contains three special Geiger-Mueller tubes.

Two minutes.

cDv-?90 A low-range survey meter calibration unit designed to provide
a gamma radiation field for catibrating CDV-700 instru-
ments. It contains approximately 16 millicuries of cesium-137
as the calibration source. Radiation levels of 1.6 to 40 mr/hr.
are produced. A license is required for possession and use.

cDv-?94 A high-range survey meter calibration unit containing a

cesium-l3? source of approximately 130 curies. The unit is
designed to provide suitable protection from radiation hazards
to the operator while providing a high intensity gamma radia-
tion field for calibrating CDV-?15 instruments. Radiation
levels of 0.4, 4, 40, and 400 R/hr. are produced in the
exposure chamber. A license is required for possession and
use.

I

From FEMA CPG 2-6.2, Radiological Defense Manual, June 1977.
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INSTRUMENTS UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Procurement of instruments to meet

September 5, 1986

deficiencies must take into consideration:

a Proeurement cost.
. Accuracy.
r Range.
a Response time.
r Ruggedness.
a Ma.intenance cost.
. Ease of operation.
. Long-term storage (20 years or more) without deterioration.

Major teehnological advances have occurred in dosimeters and chargers since
the original instrument procurement. These advances i.nclude:

. Development by FEMA of a reliable plastic direct-reading carbon
fiber dosimeter that has the potential for low cost in mass
production. This deviee is now in"the pilot production phase at
the Roila facility. Pilot production will support reliable
procurement data packages for mass production in the private
sector.

r A piezoelectric charger for dosimeters developed by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL). No batteries are required, and
simple circuitfy promises low cost in mass production.

Other technolcigical advances that promise major improvement in dose rate
measurement are oecurring.

. The U,S. Army and ORNL are developing wristwatch-size devices
that can messure dose rate ss well as accumulated exposure.
The most promising approach uses a silicon photodiode as a
detector. The key to a low-cost device of this type is aveilability
of a standard microchip for the electronic circuitry.

. ORNL is working on two additional candidate ratemeter
concepts. One uses the proven proportional counter as the
detector. The other is based on use of inexpensive smoke
detector components.

The new designs of both dosimeters and ratemeters will meet and exceed the
specifications identified for individual instruments in the cuffent inventory. In
addition, they promise to be cheaper, require }ess maintenanee, be easier to operate,
and meet long-term storage requirements (20 years or more) without deterioration.

The state of the art in fabrication of the new dosimeters and chargers has
advanced to the point where, following a suceessful pilot production of the FEMA
dosimeter (currently underway), procurement can be initiated from the private
seetor. ContrB.ct awards will be made on a competitive basis. FEMA-proven manu-
fecturing processes will be required to ensure quality products. A new supply of low-
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cost, reliable instruments to meet emergency management operations requirements
will then become available'

In the case of dose rate meters' additional researeh and development is required.
The time period to complete the manufacturing specificatiors for procurement from
the private sector is estimated at three years or more.

o
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Ctupter 8

THE RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE (RADEF) SYSTEM

FEMA assists State and local governments in developing radiological defense
(RADEF) programs where the first responsibility for radiological operations lies-at
the State and local }evel. FEMA is responsible for developing, in coordination with
other elements of the lederal Government and State and local governments' a radio-
logical defense system to monitor and analyze the radiological hazards of a nuclear
attaek.

THE SYSTEM AT THE STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS

Since radiological instruments are a criticat requirement for radiological
protection actions that occur at the State and local levels, the following discussion
focuses on the State and local radiological protection system. Concentration is on
the State and local Radiologieal Defense Officer (RDO), the loeal Radiological
Response Team (RRT), and the Radiolog{cal Monitor (RM), emphasizing their
responsibilities for nuelear attack and peacetime radiologieal preparedness.

State

The State Emergency Management Agency and State Bureau of Radiological
Health (or their equivalents) compose a State organization responsible for the State
response to radiological emergencies. The organization includes Radiological
Defense Officers at the State emergency operating eenter (EOC) for nuclear attack
and limited peacetime radiological response as well as health physics personnel
normally within the Buresu of Radiological Health for the full range of peacetime
radiologieal responses. The Radiological Defense Officer's responsibilities are to:

o Serve as the point of contact at the State level for nuclear
attaek preparedness and for peaeetime radiologieal emergencies.

o Organize the State and local RADEF system for nuclear attack
raciiological preparedness.

. Develop overall plans for the system.

Manage the system on a daily basis.

Ensure that monitoring personnel within the various emergency
services are adequately trained for the first response function at
the local level.

r Coordinate radiological emergency response from the EOC.

. Provide notification to the proper State agencies of radiological
emergencies according to State plans.

8-1
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. Interface with and support other State agencies having statutory
responsibility for peacetime radiological emergency response.

In addition, the State has direct responsibility for aerial radiological monitoring in
the event of nuclear weapon detonations.

State support organizations include State departments such as Agriculture,
tansportation, and Health, and the National Guard, State Police, and State Fire
Marshall. Each State is organized differently but generally has a department that
interacts with its Federal counterpart and has a similar role.

Local

Local Radiological Defense Officer responsibilities are similar to those of rne
State Radiological Defense Officer. Local Radiological Defense Officers also
coordinate and provide support to the local Radiological Response Team (RRT), The
system should include three Radiologieal Defense Offieers per operating area to
allow multiple shift operation.

The local RRT is responsible for support to the initial responder and incident
commander. Team members are recruited from the spectrum of public- and private-
sector emergeney service organizations-i.e., fire service, Iaw enforcement agencies,
hospitals, emergency medical services, utilities, publie works, and health services.
These personnel would serve as a cadre of highly qualified response personnel for
each area. Generally, their responsibiliti es would include:

r Serving as a community-based cadre of radiological personnel for
controlling radiological hazards due to transportation and other
incidents, terrorist activities, accidental nueiear weapon detona-
tions, or nuclear attack.

o Developing departmental plans and operating procedures for
radiological response.

o Training their own organization's initial response personnel as
Radiological Monitors for first-response aetions to a radiological
hazard.

. Conducting refresher/update training for Radioiogical Monitors,

o Serving as a cadre of instructors to eonduct accelerated radio-
Iogical training during a national emergency.

o Ersuring departmental availability, operabiiity, and periodic
maintenance and proper distribution of radiological instruments.

o Notifying the Radiological Defense Officer of radiologieal emer-
gencies according to the local Radiological Protection Annex to
the local Emergency Operations Plan (EOP).

8-2
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Radiol€ical monitoring personnel provide initial radiological protective
measures at the scene of a radiologicai ineident and support emergency response
personnel and critical workers. RRT instructors train radiological monitors. Critieal
workers provide services essential to support the national defense and recovery from
a major radiological incident.

PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES IN A RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

An outline of various personnel tasks depicts the types of operations that must
be conducted in a radiological environment. These different tasks are listed below
under the personnel categories to which they would 6e assigned: Radiological
Monitors (RMs), RRTs, and Radiological Defense officers (RDOs).

Perform operational checks on survey meters and perform basic
maintenance operations (insta[ batteries, zero, etc.).

Use survey meters to determine the type and exposure rate of
radiation.

Use a dosimeter charger in zeroing a dosimeter.

Use a dosimeter in determining accumulated dose of radiation.

Appty the radiation protection principles of time, distance' a.nd

shielding in reducing exposure of the public to ionizing radiation
from a nuelear weapon detonation.

Use survey meters to identify areas of contamination.

Support sheltered population by providing guidance on:

- Actions to reduce radiation levels in shelters.

- When restrictions on shelter living may be relaxed and how
much.

when people may emerge from shelters.

Where and when emergency operatiors can be initiated and
expected exposure levels,

When and where unprotected emergency recovery activities
can begin.

Participate in refresher training and exereises.
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Radiologieal Response Team (RRT) Responsibilities

" .. 
R.RT members have the responsibilities of Radiological Monitors plus the

r oirowlnE:

. Apply the principles of radiation exposure control in selecting
initial appropriate actions at the scene of an accident involving
radioactive materials.

Review radiation packaging labels and determine the potential
threat of packaged materials.

Establish a eontrol area for aecidents involving radioaetivity.

Initiate proper notification of an accident iqvolving radioactivity.

Provide initial advice and guidanee on protective measures to
safeguard the public and response personnel.

In a nuclear attack situation, provide information on the
radiation environment in the jurisdiction, partieularly in shelters.

Determine extent and severity of fallout radiation levels after a
nuclear weapons detonation.

Determine fallout arrival times after a nuclear attack.

Train Radiological Monitors and participate in exereises, as
required.

Prepare organizational procedures.

Execute response team plans in an actual or simulated radio-
logical emergency.

Ensure the availability, operability, periodie maintenance, B.nd
distribution of radiological instruments within the department or
serviee.

- RDOS have the responsibilities of RRTs and Radiological Monitors plus the
followinE:

o Evaluate overall radiological annex to the EOp for deficiencies
and overlap in functional responsibilities, identify problem areas,
and develop solutions to planning problems,

r Provide a baseline of operational data for planning purposes to
ensure plans are based on reasonable expectations.
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. Recruit personnel to support the State and local radiological
system.

. Ensure that all designated publie shelters included in Emergency
Operations Plans are provided with radiological instruments.

r Manage a radiological instrument maintenance program.

a Develop a system to ensure that radiologieal personnel are
trained.

. Conduct radiological exercises to test operational response
capabilities of the RADEF system.

o Ersure that aII elements of the RADEF system are integrated
and can function as a team.

. Evaluate available weapons effects data.

a Estimate future exPosure rates.

o Advise the Radiological Response Team.

o Advise EOC personnel on radiological issues'

o Evaluate effectiveness of contamination control measures.

. Coordinate radiological protection support for recovery
operations.

o Recruit and train aerial monitors.

. Analyze aerial radiological data and assess the implicatiors in
terms of oPerations.

r Ersure sufficient radiological instruments are on hand.

Four areas of radiological responsibility at the State and local levels have been
covered in the outline above:

l-. Radiological Defense Officers to develop and implement a radiological
deferse system within the jurisdiction for nuclear attack and other radio-
Iogical hazards that threaten the jurisdiction.

2. A team of qualified radiologieal personnel (RRr) to support the first
resPonders.

3. Radiologieal Monitors required to support survival and recovery during
periods of international crisis.

o
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4. F-adiologieal Monitors with a first-response capability
to take appropriate action immediately, and to notify
authorities.

The interactions of these areas of responsibility within the
emergency response system are illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8

RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE SYSTEM

September 5, f986
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the RRT and other
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INSTRUMENTS FOR EMERGENCY WORKERf;

AlI of the personnel categories described thus far are considered to be
emergency workers. (An emergency worker is an individual who has a mission
essential to protecting the health and safety of the public. Sinee emergency workers
could be exposed to ionizing radiation, they must be trained.) This individual must be
trained in the basic characteristics of ionizing radiation and its health effects. The
individual must be able to determine his or her cumulative radiation dose with a
direct-reading dosimeter and know what to do when dose limits and turn-back values
are reached. Emergency workers may include the following: radiation monitoring
personnel, traffic control personnel, personnel carrying out backup alerting pro-
cedures and essential services, and utility personnel. Essential services or utility
personnel are considered emergency workers only when their services are required to
protect the health and safety of the public.

To be useful, radiological instruments must be available directly to the people
who may be exposed to radiation. This means that instruments must be in the hands
of local personnel. For purposes of determining total instruments required' the
numbers of people in the principal need eategories are detailed in Figure 9. Infor-
mation on critical workers and emergency segvices personnel in this figure has been
determined from U.S. Department of Labor statisties.

Figure 9

NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALS IN PRINCIPAL
RADIOLOGICAL RESPONSE CATEGORIES

RADIOLOCICAL MONITORS
RA DIO LOGIC AL

RESPONSB TEAHS

3,450 op€cating

team (for 10-!€rson,
3-6hift op€rstions)
3,450 x 30= 103,500

Criticd Workers

Health and IvI€dical

Public Safety (firsi

Construction Maint.
and Repair

Energy

Transportation

Communication and
Electrical Support

lnformation Suppo.t

Direct Deferae
Support

Construction Support

r,813,600

3,803,?9?

2,8 05,014

4,45?,605

2,042,901

2,054,022

r., r 53,?49

2,10 6,966

?01,306

1,102,333

531,560

t F8-tii5

Highways

Firelighters
(paid)

Firefigirters

Sewage

Wal€f supply

Electric power

Gas supply

EMTs

566,701

548,1??

202,',|',|9

?36,000

82,468

113,949

59,824

10, r 16

485,000
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CONCEPT OF OPERATION

September 5, f9 86

Having discussed the roles, functions, and relationships of various elements in
the radiological response system, it is now possible to understand a broad overview of
how these elements would function during a radiologieal emergency.

Counties, county equivalents, or other emergency management planning units
comprise rroperationB.l areas.tr (In almost all the States, these areas are counties or
county equivalents that have been used in existing data bases.) The number of
operational areas identified in the U.S. today is 3,450 (S0 States, two trust
territories, and 3,398 local areas), This is consistent with the Integrated Emergency
Management System (IEMS) process which recognizes that, emerg-ncy managJment
plans end systems are needed at all levels of government and in numeror.rs brivate
industries and organi zations.

As deseribed previously, each radiologieal opergtional area should have a 30-
member RB.T. Based on the personnel categories identified in Figure g, a first-
response eapability consists of emergency services with the ability to me&sure
radiation, to take immediate appropriate &etion, and to notify the RRT and other
responsible state authorities. The RRT, a select team of highly qualified radio-
Iogical personnel, is available to support the Radiological Monitors. During a period
of international crisis, the total radiological protection system could be expanded
lhrgugh training of critieal workers and public shelter radiological monitors by the
RRT.

This Concept of Operation is designed to improve horizontal/vertical coordi-
nation, to consolidate resourees, and to improve response. FEMA has developed nine
radiological eourses to support this concept of operation. The long-term pian is to
expand the training of the RRT to include a total hazardous-m aterials caoabilitv.
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Chapter 9

RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE INSTRUMENTS IN THE INTEGRATED
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

|EMA has developed the Hazard Identification, Capability Assessment, and
Multi-Year Development Plan (HICA-MYDP) to establish a nationwide database for
determining the status of emergency preparedness. As a planning tool, it can guide
jurisdietions through a logical sequence of identifying hazards and assessing
capabilities. The Integrated Emergency Management Systems (IEMS) recognizes
eight generic functional areas in developing capabilities.to deal with emergency
preparedness and response. Radiological instrument support is a requirement to
augment and reinforee these eight generic capabilities in order to develop a nuclear
attack response and recovery capability. Thes-e eight generic functional are&s are:

1. Direction. Control. and Warning

All equipment, facilities, and operations planning required to develop and ma.in-
tain the capability to:

. Warn and inform all segments of the population.

r Direet and control emergency operations in an effective manner.

o Ensure continuity of government in time of emergency.

2. Population Protection

. Identification of requirements for evacuating and/or
sheltering the population.

o Evacuation planning.

. Shelter survey.

o Shelter use pianning.

o Shelter faeility preparation.

o Shelter deficit planning.

3. Contamination Monitoring and Control

The instrumentation and operations planning required to develop and maintain
the capability to:

r Identify and monitor all potential types of contamination.

o

. Control exposure.
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. Provide technical guidanee to deeision-makers eoncerning
prudent actions and countermeasures.

4. Public Education and Emergency Information

. The development and implementation of publie awareness and
preparedness programs for identified hazards.

o Plans and procedures for establishing a joint information center,

r Pre-event preparation of material for immediate release to
public in time of emergency.

5. Emergenev $.pport Serviees

r The development and maintenanee of response capabitities within
the public safety (i.e., poli.ce, fire, EMS, search and rescue)1
health/medical; public works; and transportation services.

r Operatiors planning necessary to ensure effective support
services for routine emergeney operations and extreme national
emergency conditions.

a Development and maintenance of plans and capabiiities to
provide life-sustaining supplies and services to the affected
population, including shelter life support.

6. Ernengency Organization. Planning. and Management

a Development and maintena.nee of the infrastructure required to
direct and support emergency management activities in the areas
of mitigation, preparedness, response, and reeovery.

o Coordination of aII systems, programs, and operations planning to
ensure an integrated response capability.

o Authorities (operational and budgetary), policies, Iaws, ordi-
n&nces, agreements, procedures, and personnel required for
effective program management and emergency operations.

. Assignment of emergency responsibilities within and external to
the emergency management organization.

7. Hazard Anallrsis and Mitigation

o The identification of hazards and the risks to DoDulation and
property that could result from those hazards.

September 5, 1986 O
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. The development and support of programs' policies' ordinances,
and practices to reduce the likelihood of a life- or property-
threatening event occurring, or to lessen the effects of the event
should it occur.

8. Tminirrg and B(ercisirg

o The development of knowledge and skills required to perform
assigned functions and tasks.

a The maintenance and enhancement of individual and system
skills, processes, and procedures under simulated emergency
conditions.

o The demonstration of relationships and dependencies among and
between organizatiorls and functions in air emergency operating
environment.

Each of the above functions would have to be performed in the radiologieal
environment that could exist anywhere in the United States after a nuelear attack or
radioiogical incident, and this would be impossible without radiological intelligence"
Thus, a key requisite for effeetive implementation of IEMS in a nuclear attack
context is an adequate supply of radiological instruments at the State and local
levels.o
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Chapter 10

REQUIREMENTS FOR RADEF INSTRUMENTS

Radiological deferse instrument requirements are based on:

. The current multihazard radiological threat,

. Speeific emergency management program standards and criteria
that State and local governments must meet to be prepared to
meet, in turn, the multihazard radiological threat.

. Identified personnel needed to achieve full capability as specified
in the standards and criteria.

. Types of instrum ents--both existing and under development,

. Cha.racteristies, range, and use of each type of instrument.

In the U.S. today, the 3,450 State and local operational areas are the minimum
number of government units that must have a fu1ly developed emergency manage-
ment capability to achieve the goals of the IEMS. Along with other activities, each
of these areas must work toward developing full capabiiity to handle multihazard
radioiogical emergencies. This includes having sufficient radiological instruments on
hand.

Each of the 3,450 operational areas in the United States requires radiological
instruments for the following five operational functions and three user categories.
The basis for the numbers shown under 'ruser Categories" is discussed throughout the
following pages of this chepter.

o Functions

- Direction and Control--Continuity of Government (COG).
- Attack Response-Multihazard Application,
- Population Protection--Public and Key Worker Shelter,
- Post AttackAncident Recovery Operations.
- Training.

o User Categories

1. Radiological Response Team (RRT) members (.104 million).

2. Radiologieal Monitors to support:

- Emergency services personnel (2.805 million).
- Critical/key workers (19.782 million).
- Fixed and mobile EOCs (.003 million).
- Emergeney broadcast stations (.003 million).
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- Key worker shelter facilities (.020 miltion).
- Public shelter faeitities (.740 million).

3. Training (.003 million jurisdictions).

Instruments for public shelters and key worker shelters contribute to meeting
requirements for emergency service personnel, critical/key workers, and post atteck
recovery and attack response. Instruments for EOCs and emergency broadeast
stations satisfy only the Direction and Control/CoG function. Since Direction and
Control is a continuous function, instruments dedieated for this purpose should not be
considered available to meet any other requirement. EStimates of quantities of
radiological instruments required to support each funetion and user category are
described below. ,.

DIRECTION AND CONTROT--CONTININTY OF GOVERNMENT

Direetion and control systems provide the faeiiities, resources, and processes to
ensure effective eommunication and management of information for decisions vital
to protection of the population. This function includes instrument requirements to
support 3,450 fixed and 3,450 mobile EOCs, one of each for each operational area. In
addition, it includes requirements for 2,?00 emergency broadcast stations. Instru-
ment requirements for direction and eontrol do not overlap any other function/user
group.

Fixed
[4obi1e

Sr"rb to taI

Broadeast Station
Protection:

Frmction Total

Fixed EOCS

Intermediate-
Range Dcimeters

(IRD)

1'7,250
34,500

5l-,? 5 0

5,40 0

57r150

Chargers

6,900
3 4,5 00

41,40 0

5,400

46,800

IYide-Range
Ratemeters

6,900
3 4,500

41,40 0

5,400

46,800

High-Rsnge
DcimetePs

(HRD)

EOCs:

17,25 0

3 4,5 00

51,7 5 0

5,400

5?,150

The minimum instrument requirements for fixed EOCs above are based on EOC
staffing requirements identified in CPG 1-20, Emergency Operating Centers
Handbook. The EOC staff is divided into five specific groups:
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. Policy group,
a Communications personnel.
. Disaster analysis group.
. Operations group.
a Resource group.

To meet minimum radiological instrumentation support for fixed EOCS' at least one
high-range and one interm ediate-range dosimeter should be provided to each of the
above staffing groups. Since the fixed EOC is a self-supporting entity for direction
and control, at Ieast two chargers and two wide-range ratemeters should be
aveilable. Providing two of each charger and ratemeter provides for backup in the
event of instrument failure, The minimum national EOC radiological instru-
mentation requirements for fixed EOCs, therefore, are determined as follows:

. High-range dosimeter: Five staff groups x 3'450 EOCS = 17 
'250.r Interm ediate-range dosimeter: Five staff groups x 3,450 EOCs = I7,250.

. Charger: 2x 3,450 =6,900'
o Wide-range ratemeter: 2 x 3,450 = 6,900.

Another concept for determining EOC instrumentation requirements could be
eonsidered if each member of the fixed EOC staff were considered an emergency
worker, Using this concept, eaeh staff member would require his or her own dosi-
meter. EOC staffing requirements are shown in Figure 10,

Figrre 10

EOC STAFFING REQUIREMENTS

o

a

Direetor, Emergency l\4 anagement Agency
or Em ergency Sefvices
. Eme.gency Management Coordinator and Staff
, Public Information Olficer
. Situation Analysts snd Plotters
. CommunicationsOfficer
. Com munications Representatives

(including radio and telephone operators)
. Radiological Defense Officer
. Warning Officer
. Procurement Repfesentative

Police Representative(s)
Fif e Representative(s)
Public works/Engineering Representative(s)
Health/Medical Rep.esentative(s)
welf are/Shelter Representative(s)
U tilities Representatives
, Water
. Electricity

. Sanitation

Resoulce Representatives
, Food
. Housing
. Transportation
, Telecommunications
. Petroleum Products
. Agriculture

Representatives of Voluntary Agencies
, Red Cross
. Ss-Ivetion Army
. Church Groups
. Radio Amateurs
. Citizens Band Groups

. State and Federal Repfesentatives
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EOC staff size varies, based on the population and resources represented within each
operational area and the potential impect of a Population Protection Plan on the
resident population, The impact will depend on whether the EOC is located in a
potential hazard area or reception B.re&. Recommended Government EOC staff com-
position (CPG 1-20) for two-shift operations varies from a minimum of 25 to over
126 personnel, based on the representative population for each operational area.
Instrument requirements ean be estimated on the assumption that the average staff
size for EOC operation is the average of the minimum and maximum staffing pattern
for two-shift operation. Thus, 126 maximum plus 25 minimum equals 151, with an
average EOC staff size of 75.

Each EOC should have, as a minimum, two chargers and two ratemeters (one to
provide backup). Total national requirements for fixed EOCS, using these criteria,
would be:

o Dosimeters: 3,450 fixed EOCs x 75 staff personnel = 2581750.
. Chargers: 3,450x2 =6,900.
. Ratemeters: 3.450x2 =6,900.

Mobile EOCs

It is assumed that each mobile EOC would consist of 10 staff members drawn
from various units of government. Since the composition of the mobile EOC may
vary with time, designated mobile EOC representatives should be assigned their
instruments in advance: Each member of the mobile EOC is classified as an
emergency worker and requires his or her own set of instruments.

10 team members x 3,450 = 34,500 individual dosimeters,
chArcrers' snd rA te m etefs.

The instrument complement should provide for two instruments of eaeh type for
each station to allow for two lz-hour shift operations.

2 x 2,700 = 51400 of each type of instrument.

Instruments procured to meet requirements for Direction and Control-Continuity of
Government (COG) cannot be used to meet irstrument requirements for any of the
other four remaining functions due to their singular purpose and continuous use.

ATTACK RESPONSE_MULTMAZARD APPLICATION

This function includes Stste and local instrument requirements for emergencies
initiated by terrorism, eccidental launch, weapons accidents, satellite re-entry' flxed
nuclear facilities, transportation, and/or nuclear war. Operational personnel in these
situations are Radiological Response Team (RRT) members in each of the 3'450
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operational areas and emergency services personnel. Each operational area RRT
should be composed of 30 members recruited from public- and private-sector emer-
gency serviee organizations. The RRT would support the emergency services
personnel who would be from first-on-the-scene emergency services organizations.

IIigh-Range
Dcimeters

(HRD)

Intermediate-
Range D6imeters

(IRD) chargers
Wide-Range
RatemetePs

103,500 RRT
Members

2,8 0 5,014
Emecgency Serviees

Function Total

*( 10 3,500)

2,8 05.014

2,805,014

*(10 3,5 00)

2.8 0 5,014

2,805,01,4

*(103,500) ,,( 10 3,500)

5 61,000

561,000

5 61,00 0

561,000

o

The above instrument complement provides for the following instrument distribution:

o Since the RRT is eomposed of 30 members, eaeh team member
should be furnished with each type of instrument. Thirty team
members x 3,450 operational areas = 103,500 instruments of each
type.

o Emergency Services/First Responders:

- One high-range dosimeter per member of Emergency
Services.

- One interm ediate-range dosimeter per member of Emergency
Serviees.

- One charger per five peopie.
- One wide-range ratemeter per five people.

Members of emergency services/first responders are all considered emergency
workers. It is estimated that a group of five individuals is the minimum number
comprising an operational team. This ellows for 24-hour coverage with two 12-hour
shifts of two people each, with a third person in reserve for shift rotation and
exchange.

Overall instruments required to meet the attack response-multihazard appli-
cation would be satisfied through procurement of instruments to meet requirements
for the population protection function for publie end key worker shelters. Day-to-
day operational instrument requirements for R RTs and emergency services/first
responders are less than the requirements for public and key worker shelters. In

Indicates instrument requirements Lre considered part
vices requirements. Operational instruments for use by
from overall emergency services irstrumentation.

of overall emergency ser-
the RRT should be drawn
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addition, all members of emergency services, including RRTs, would be assigned to
shelters together with their respeetive instrument complement. Thus, shelter
instrument procurement provides for meeting wide-range instrument needs for
radiological emergencies.

POPULATION PROTECTION_PUBIJC AND KEY WORKER SHELTERS

Determination of instruments required to support shelters is based on an analysis
of eritieal/key workers in high hazard areas and the population in: high hazard areas,
hazard-reception areas, and low hazard nonreeeption ar6as requiring radiologieal
proteetion in the event of an attack incident. Shelter requirements are based on the
use of approximately 740,000 publie shelter faeilities.

Intermediate-
Range Dcimeters

(rRD) Chargers

40,000
2,919,00 0

2,959,000

hrblic Shelters

Public shelter fae iliti es
upgradeable, and expedient.

can be divided into three categories: existing in place,

Key Worker Shelter
Public Shelter

Funetion Total

High-Range
Dcimeters

(HRD)

17 0,000
2 9,19 0,00 0

29,360r000

17 0,0 00
2 9,190,00 0

29,360,000

Wide-Range
Ratemeters

40,000
2,919,00 0

2,959,000

No. of
Shelters

Average Number
of Spaees

per Shelter

1,00 0
400
500
100

1,00 0
200
100

Ar€a

High Hazard
Reception

Low Hazard
Nonreeeption

Category

Existing in-place
Existing in-place
Upgradeable

Existing in-place
Upgradeable

Total

3 9,60 0
9 5,00 0

311,40 0
216,0 00
30,600
17,000
3 0.000

739,600

FEMA publication CPG 2-6.4, Radiation Safety iq flgllglS recommends having
atleaStonedosimeterforevery10@dditionaIdosimeters
for radiological monitors and shelter managers. Shelter managers and radiological
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monitors are considered emergency workers. Their dosimeter requirements are
considered to be satisfied under the above, based on distribution of instruments to
individual sheiters to cover potential loading. Shelter requirements for ratemeters
and chargers are determined based on the assumption that individual groups of 100
shelterees would occupy a designated area of a shelter. Each group of 100 shelterees
would require an individual ratemeter end charger. This group of 100 shelters would
consist of 10 groups of 10 people each. One dosimeter would be assigned to each
group of 10 people for monitoring shelter exposwe. To prevent dilution of span of
eontrol, it would not be desirable to assign a survey meter to more than 10 groups of
10 shelterees for exposure control purposes. To calculate numbers of instruments
required, it is first necessary to calculate potential groups of 100 shelterees:

Ifign-Hazard
Reception

lof,-Hazard
NdFRec€ption

39,600 existing in-place shelters x 10 (1,000 spaces: 100)
95,000 existing in-place shelters x 4 (400 spaces : 100)
311,400 upgradeable shelters x 5 (500 3paces : 100)
216,000 expedient shelters x 1 (100 spaces : 100t
30,600 existing in-place shelters x 10 (1,000 spaces : 100)
17,000 upgradeable shelters x 2 (200 spaces :100)
30,000 expedient shelters x 1(100 spaces | 100)

Total potential grolps oI 100 shelterees

= 396,000
= 380,000
= 1,55?,000
= 216,000
= 306,000
= 34,000
= 30.000

2,919,000

made available to eachThe following number of instruments, therefore, should be
potential group of 100 shelterees:o . High-range dosimeter (one per 10

people):
. Intermediate-range dosimeter (one per

10 people):
o Charger (one per 100 people):
o Wide-range ratemeter (one per 100

people):

10 x 2,919,00 0 = 29,190,00 0.

10 x 2,919,000 = 2 9,19 0,00 0.
1x 2,919,000 = 2,919,000.

1 x 2,919,000 = 2,919,00 0.

. The above requirements are based on the assumption that 20 percent of the
population would not evacuate from a high hazard area under a relocation plan. This
would generate a requirement to shelter in-place within the high hazard area.
Reception areas provide shelter for the resident population and evacuees through
existing in-place shelters, upgradeable shelters, and expedient shelters. Within the
reception area, it is assumed that, based on population distribution' there would be a
requirement for expedient shelter.

In low hazard nonreeeption areas, population is geographically dispersed over a
wide area. It is assumed that in-place shelters would be supplemented by a combi-
nation of upgradeable and expedient shelters, The above requirements refleet the
fact that population distribution within individual shelters would be skewed with
regard to capacity. It is important to recognize that these numbers represent best
estimates of instrument requirements in the absence of developed State and local
emergency operations plans and radiologicel defense annexes that would identify
more exact requirements for radiological instruments.
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Critical workers (discussed under "Post Attack/Incident Recovery Operations")
would be housed in public and key worker shelters end would provide radiological
support to public fallout shelters. In addition, critical workers would provide radio-
logical support for post attack recovery operations, The early post attack in-shelter
environment generates the need for high-range dosimeters and ratemeters to take
readings within the shelter. Out-of-shelter post attaek recovery operations generate
the requirement for intermediate-range dosimeters and wide-range ratemeters.

Key worker Shelter

The May 1984 report 'rMethods and Procedures to Specify Key Worker BiBst
Shelter (KWBS) Location and Requirements, TR-o09-84" speeifies the number and
Iocation of blast shelter spaces for key workers on an industry-by-industry basis for
the Proteetion of Industrial Capability (PIC) program. The report identifies which
industries provide direct and indirect inputs to the production of critical com-
modities; determines levels of production by industry required to support the popu-
lation, manage a erisis, and maintain nationirl defense; determines the locations in
which critical production eould take plaee; determines the amount of production that
would require blast sheltering and different levels of industrial protection; and
determines the number of key workers involved in critical production and the min-
imum number of blast shelter sDaees required to ensure continued critical
production.

To show the relationship between blast shelter requirements in the report, two
scenarios were selected for the anelysis-no mobilization and mobilization' The no-
mobilization scenario represents lower estimates of requirements associated with a
nuclear attack threat preceded by minimal war-fighting. The mobilization scenario
represents upper estimates associated with a nuclear attack threat preceded by a
Iarge-scale, multi-theater conventional war.

In the no-mobilization scenario, industries tended to be producers of end items
within the food, medical services, arm&ments, communications equipment' and
energy sectors. In the mobilization scenario, this list is expanded to include some
producers of intermediate goods used in defense production and expansion such as
primary metals, electronic components, industrial machinery, machine tools' con-
struction supplies, and metals mining.

In most industries, after critical production was accounted for' there was still
residual non-hazard area eapability available for production. To minimize production
in hazard areas, it was assumed that critical production could be shifted from
hazard-area facilities to residual non-hazard area facilities in the s8.me industry. It
was determined that location shifts had relativeiy minor effects on the amount of
produetion at risk. After location shifts were taken into account' 53 percent of the
eritical production was at risk in the no-mobilization scenario (as opposed to 66
percent before shifts), and 56 percent was at risk in the mobilization scenario (as

opposed to 60 percent before shifts).

In the no-mobilization scenario, 56 percent of the produetion at risk was for
population support, 32 percent wBs for defense,8 percent was for crisis management'
and 4 percent was for defense investment. In the mobilization scenario, defense
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produetion at fisk increased substantially B.nd accounted for 50 pereent of the total
production at risk, population support aecounted for 33 pereent of the production at
risk, defense investment accounted for 12 percent, and crisis management for only 5

percent.

In the no-mobilization scenario, it was concluded that shelter space require-
ments should be no larger than 1.9 million (1,884,100 spaces). Initial estimates,
based on further study, indicate that the baseline figure will be 1,7 million spaces,
which is the number used in this document. It is estimated that approximately
20,000 shelter facilities would be required to shelter the 1.7 million key workers in
the hazard area. The no-mobilization scenario is the basis for determining
instrument requirements for key workers under the assumption that during
mobilization, additional instrument support could be 'factored in to defense
mobilization production to meet deficient instrument requirements.

Instrument distribution would provide one high-range and one intermediate-
range dosimeter for every 10 workers in shelter, Two chargers and two wide-range
ratemeters should be provided to have a backup capebility for instrument failure.
This would provide minimal radiological prote.ction capabilities. When these workers
emerged from shelter, they would require -individual dosimetry to conduet their
respeetive operations. Therefore, where actual instruments were deployed in a local
community, there would be a requirement to adjust dosimetry between public
shelters and key worker shelters based on individually identified mission require-
ments.

Hazard-Area Shelter Facilities = 20.000
1.? million spaces (minimum no-mobilization)

. High-range dosimeter (one per 10 people): 1,700'000 = 170'000
10

Interm ediate-range dosimeter (one per 10
people)

Charger: 20,000x 2 = 40,000

= 170r000

. Wide-range ratemeter: 20,000 x 2 = 401000

Population Protection

Public and key worker shelters drives the largest requirement for dosimeters.
Procurement of instruments for this funetion would also satisfy all instrument
requirements for the fol-lowing functions (with the exception of chargers and wide-
range ratemeters): Attack Response-Multihazard Application, Post Attack/Incident
Recovery Operations, and Training. The total number of chargers and wide-range
r&temeters required to meet the funetion of Post AttackAncident Recovery
Operations exceeds the amount required for Population Protection.
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POST AT'TACK/INCIDENT RECOVERY OPERATIONS

Post Attack^ncident Recovery Operations requirements are based on an analysis
of private-sector industries. They would provide critical/key workers for essential
population support serviees and direct defense needs. They would also provide
emergency services professional and volunteer personnel to perform vital govern-
ment services. Examples of eritieal/key workers are people employed in the manu-
fecture of pharmaceutical preparations; medical, ehemical, and biological products;
soaps; health and medical supplies; semieonductors and other eleetrical components;
food products; etc. Examples of emergency services personnel are professional and
volunteer firefighters, police officers, emergency medical techniciansr public works
employees, etc.

High-Rsnge
Dcimeters

(HRD)

Critical/Key Workers 19,7 82,000
Emergency Services 2,805,014

Frnction Total 22,587 ,Ol4

Intermediate-
Rangd Dcimeters

(IRD)

19,782, o o0
2.805.014

22,587,0!4

Wide-R-arge
Chargers Ratemeters

3,956,400 3,956,400
561,000 561,000

4,5171400 4,517,400

During the very early post attack period, when radiation exposure (dose) rates
would be high but decaying rapidly, field operations could be assumed to be iimited
to missiors of gleat urgency. The number of personnel engaged in operations
entailing high radiation exposure would be relatively small, However, radiation
exposures could increase rapidly during the performance of the mission, necessitating
frequent measurement and evaluation, Persons engaged in these early operations
would likely be those possessing specific skills. Their services would be needed
during Iater recovery periods to perform or direct necessary funetions for post
attack recovery operations. The category of critical/key workers encompasses
individuats employed in aetivities in hazard and reception areas considered essential
to:

a Produce, store, distribute, and dispose of key eommodities.
a Rescue.
. Sustain the population.
a Decontaminate streets, buildings, and areas.
r Support a vital defense posture.
. Maintain civil law and order.
. Preserve or efficiently resume production after cessation of the

conflict period.
o Firefighting.
. Mass feeding and distribution of food and emergency supplies'
a Maintenance of government-operated public services such as

power, water, and sewage systems and streets and roads.

For purposes of determining total radiological instrument requirements, numbers
of critical/key workers, emergency services/first responders, etc., are detailed in
Figure 9 (Chapter 8).
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During the later periods of recovery, more personnel would work in contam-
inated sreas, trying to restore essential Iife support services. Although exposure
(dose) rates would be lower, they would also vary greatly as a worker moved from
area to area or as changing work loeations involved greater or less shielding from the
ambient radiation field. Thus, to avoid unneeessary radiation injury and incapaci-
tation of personnel and for programmed continuity of skilled functiors to be possible'
it would be imperative that the radiation exposures (doses) of e m ergency /critical
workers be measured and recorded.

Unsheltered emergency survival and recovery functions performed by critical/
key workers, while a significant radiation hazard still existed' would be initiated
from public shelters or individual locations. Each operational unit could be different
and would require its own supply of dosimeters' ratemeters' and chargers. The
number of chargers and rB.temeters required wouid be dependent on the size of the
operational group and the number of vehicles assigned to the group. Post Attack/
Incident Recovery Operations drives the largest requirement for ratemeters and
chargers. Instrument requirements for post attack recovery operations are based on
the fo}lowinE:

o High-range dosimeter:
o Intermediate-dosimeter:
o Charger:
o Ratemeter:

I per individual.
1 per individual.
1 per 5 individuals.
1 per 5 individuals.

O A group of five individuals is eonsidered the minimum number of individuals who
would comprise an operational team. This would allow for 24-hour coverage with
two l2-hour shifts of two people each, with a third person in reserve for shift
rotation and exchange.

Beeause a nuclear attack could seriously contaminate vast areas of the Nation
with radioactive fallout, personnel performing emergency community services would
work under such varied conditions of radiation exposure that estimates of exposures
(doses) based on genere.l area monitoring would not be valid. To avoid overexposure
of specially trained emergency services personnel, auxiliaries or individual survivors
working under the direction of regulars would be needed to perform many emergency
functions. Instruments would be required to support these functions. These
auxiliaries and instruments would be drawn from public shelter.

Areas subject to damage from blast and thermal effeets and heavy contami-
nation cannot be known in advance. The total number of dosimeters that might be
needed by a particular service cannot reasonably be distributed pre-attack. A la-rge
portion of the field operatiors requiring instrument support would be performed
during recovery when transport&tion of instruments over short distances might be
feasible. Instruments would be strategically dispersed in State and locel stockpiles
at relatively safe distances from probable targets. To the extent feasible, irstru-
ments allocated to State and loeal jurisdictiors primarily for use in Post Attack/
Incident Reeovery Operations should be stored in or near shelters or relocation sites.
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TRAIMNG

To implement a national multihazard radiologieal emergency training prograrn,
instrument training sets are required. Training is required nationwide in State and
local jurisdictions. Training instruments should be configured in specialized sets and
made available for each of the 3,450 operational areas, Metropolitan and State
Emergency Services Training Academies, and individual State and Federal Agencies.
A float stock of instruments to maintain deployed training instruments is also
needed. A numerical detail of these requirements folLows:

52 50 State and 2 trust territorv State Ooerational Areas
3,3 98 Local Operational Areas
1,500 Metropolitan and State Emergency Services Training

Academies/various State and Federal agencies
6,000

+ 1,00 0

7,0 00
float stock
training instrument sets (basic requirement)

Based on an average class size of 30 siudents, each training instrument set
should be eomposed of 50 low-range dosimeters, five chargers, 30 high-range dosi-
meters, 30 interm ediate-range dosimeters, and 15 wide-range ratemeters. This
complement of instruments would provide low-range dosimeters to monitor radiation
exposure for each of the 30 students and 20 low-range dosimeters for obtaining
actual readings from radioactive sources used in training demonstrations. Eaeh
student would have a high- and interm ediate-range dosimeter for classroom use. One
ratemeter would be shared by each group of two students. Therefore, total training
irstrument requirements are as follows:

r Low-rangedosimeters:
. High-range dosimeters:
. Intermediate-range dosimeters:
r Chargers:
a Wide-ranseratemeters:

The low-range dosimeter would be used to monitor students and to obtain actual
readings from radioactive sources used in training exereises. Although training
instruments have a high rate of attrition, they are considered in meeting require-
ments for the community population proteetion shelter function. Although existing
instruments are on hand for training, all of these are more than 20 years old and will,
therefore, require eventual replacement. In addition, there are some inherent tech-
nieal problems with the existing low-range dosimeters in the inventory that cannot
be fixed.

SIIMMARY OF INSTRUMENT STATUS AND REQUIREMENTS

Attack preparedness requires the largest number of instruments, many of which
can be used as backup for the most extreme conditions of other tlpes of radiological
emergencies, such as aecidental launch or peaeetime terrorist incidents. Attack

50x ?,000 = 350,000.
30x7,000 =210,000.
30 x 7,000 = 210,000.
5x7,000 = 35,000,

15x 7,000 = 175,000.
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preparedness requirements, therefore, represent total requirements for basie emer-
g"n"y ."rpon." instruments. SmaIIer quantities of more specialized equipment not

[iscissed 1n this report are &Iso required for the most probable types of peacetime

emergencies.

Figures 11 through 13 on the following pages summarize the results of this
study. "It should be noied that quantities of instruments required are estimates. Only

a po;tion of State and local pianning aetivities have been completed' a.nd estimates
of instruments required depend on State and local plans for using radiological instru-
ments in the eveni of a nuclear attack. For example, States and local areas need to
decide whether to distribute their instruments to shelters in high hazard are€s. In

cases where a decision was made to stock shelters in high.hazard areas' then further
decisions would have to be made as to whether instruments would be issued to
shelterees, pre-located in the shelter spaces' made available to accompany evacuees'

etc. Wittrout this detailed information from States and local areas' quantities of
instruments required as stated in this documen!. represent the best. estimates
curenUy avaii;bie in the absence of completed Emergeney 

. 
Operations Plans'

includini Radiological Deferse Annexes, for aII State and local jurisdictions.

Figure 11, Distribution of RADEF Equipment, provides a numerieaL det8il of the

"*r"ni 
disposition of 32 different types of radiological equipment' It indicates

quantities bf eacn item procured between 1955 and 1985, quantities that have

become obsolete or that have been lost through attritionr and quantities still avaii-
able for distribution. Figure 11 also provides total quantities of each type of instru-
ment currently included in the inventories of state governments _an-d Federal
eg"ncies; the irederal stockpile; and the inventories of other users (including FEMA

facilities, contract activities' and foreign countries).

Figure 12, Inventory of seleeted Radiologieal Defense Instruments Issued for
Operatlional Use, shows the distribution of several types of radiological equipment by

Federal Region and individual State or territory.

Together, these two figures provide detailed information on the existing
inventory of radiological equipment.

Figure 13, Summary of Radiological Defense Instrument Requirements, reflects
quantit'ies of instrumenis required for functional and user eategories as described in
this chapter. It should be noted that the net total for each instrument type does not
include quantities shown in parentheses because these are included in other user

categories. However, this summary does establish that current shortfalls are high

for f-ive major categories of radiological instruments. In the best case (low-range
-osimeters), the curient radiological instrument inventory meets only 30- percent of
the projected net requirement. In the worst ease (intermediate-range dosimeters)'
the curient national inventory meets only & scant one percent of the projected net
requirement. Thus, eurrent shortfalls in the five most essential types of radiological
defense irstruments range from ?1 to 99 percent.

Curent Status of Radiol iDment Inventor
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